
Chorus     

Brian:  Yes they are the model of two modern Chatanim 

David: Yes, Yes: They are the Very Model of two modern Chatanim: 

  

 We are the very model of two very modern Chatanim  

Supporting Pinner shul // through any matter thick and thin  

We’ve learned the pinner way // and we know it’s quite traditional  

We keep it all the time // to us that’s not conditional  

We have been active members here // it seems from time immemorial // 

 Turning out each week on week in manner quite sartorial // 

 We’ve very much become a part of pinner shuls long history // 

 Even though our turn out on weekdays  // is a myst-er-ee.  

 

Chorus     

Even though their turn out // on a weekday is a mystery,   

Even though their turn out // on a weekday is a mystery,   

Even though their turn out // on a weekday is a misty misty misty myst- er –ee 

 

 

 

Our time in Pinner has been served upon the board of management  

We sat through endless nights // without too much disparagement // 

In short in matters kith and kin and all about the shul we’re in // 

We are the very model of two very modern chatanim // 

Chorus      



In short in matters kith and kin and all about the shul they’re in  

They are the very model of two very modern chatanim  

 

 I’ve served my time upon the board as Finance representative  

displaying great discretion as this can get quite sensitive  

 I deployed with certain rigour eminent financial skills  

Set to some good use in putting up subscription bills  

 I’ve initiated outreach and twined a small community  

 Aided and abetted by my good friend Leo a nie  

 And I do pay rapt attention to our Jeff er rey’s shuirium  

 Even though they bring on me a state of near delirium. 

 

Chorus      

Even though they bring on him a state of near delirium  

Even though they bring on him a state of near delirium  

Even though they bring on him a state of near delery, lery, lery,  lery-um  

 

My chamatz search on Pesach eve is really quite a spectacle  

With feathered hand and wooden spoon & suitable receptacle   

 In short no matter what// has ever gone beforer  

 I am the very model of a modern chatan Torah 

 

Chorus         

In short no matter what// has ever gone beforer  

He is the very model of a modern chatan Torah                                                                                        



 

My engineering skill // is what I’ve put to good effect  

When I’ve kept this building sound // you see no sign of much neglect    

The building regulations // is where I keep right up to date    

And I know just how to run // an out and in evacuate  

 Logistical deployment is something I’m near perfect at  

Which makes in me the get done, go to, Pinner commis sar iat  

 When I’ve kept Edna happy // together with her building team     

 A better chatan  ber – raishit // is most unlikely to be seen.   

 

Chorus         

A better Chatan Ber - raishit is most unlikely to be seen,       

A better Chatan Ber – raishit is most unlikely to be seen   

A better Chatan Ber – raishit is most unlikely to be, to be, to be, to be seeeeen 

  

To officers that run this shul // we now extend our gratitude  

They gave this honour to us both // before they knew about the food  

And so in matters kith and kin and all about the shul we’re in  

We are the very model of two very modern chatanim  

 

Chorus         

Yes, Yes, in matters kith and kin and all about the shul there’re in  

They are the very model of two very modern chatanim 


